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“The band takes a unique and academic approach to a rich combination of jazz and new music, 
combining a range of talent and experience in their young members, to create a sound original, 
exploratory, and all their own.” - Toledo.com

“Local jazz prodigy Estar Cohen [vocalist for Talking Ear]…is serious about her art and 
analytical about how it works, but also passionate and joyful about doing what she loves.”
                     - Toledo Free Press                                                                                                         

Bio
Talking Ear is a five-piece progressive music ensemble based out of the Midwest, committed to 
providing a unique experience for listeners through composition, collaboration, and 
improvisation. The band consists of vocalist Estar Cohen, guitarist Daniel Palmer, pianist 
Benjamin Maloney, bassist Ben Rolston, and drummer Travis Aukerman. Each musician has a 
distinct voice as an accomplished composer and performer, contributing to an exciting and 
versatile, yet particularly cohesive sound.Their self-titled debut album is a reflection of the 
band’s dedication to original music. Each song was contributed by a different member and 
collaborated on as a collective. The result is the realization of years of artistic partnership and 
mutual support, both on and off the stage.
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Track Descriptions
1. Face It Benjamin Maloney 
The only song on the album featuring 
lyrics, Face It is the musical 
expression of having to accept life’s 
difficulties in order to move past them.

2. They Were Loosely Related (Or 
So We Thought) Travis Aukerman 
They Were Loosely Related (Or So 
We Thought) was inspired by how a 
story may unfold in a play. The song 
develops in two distinct acts, with 
each instrument being thought of as 
its’ own character.

3. The Last Attempt Estar Cohen 
The Last Attempt was inspired by the unsatisfying nature of being in a creative rut. The building 
intensity in the trading between piano and guitar reflects the challenge and reward of pushing 
back in life when it feels most impossible.

4. Spring 25 Daniel Palmer
Spring 25 was written during the Vernal Equinox on the first day of Spring. The use of vocal 
electronics contribute to a dream-like feel which drops out unexpectedly and gives breath to a 
freely improvised section that features the collaborative quality of the band.

5. Three With Larry, Five With Sherry Daniel Palmer
Three With Larry, Five With Sherry is a bright and energetic song inspired by the quirks of 
characters we interact with in everyday life.

6. Dreams Daniel Palmer
Dreams expresses the melancholy of missing home while pursuing a passion. The repeated 
ambient vocal line represents the dream of satisfying one’s drive as a touring musician while still 
maintaining a sense of home. 

7. Stay On It! Benjamin Maloney
Stay On It! was inspired by the pure joy of spontaneous musical expression. Improvisation is the 
driving force of the tune and reflects the band’s love of playing for the moment.

8. Ninde St. Travis Aukerman (featuring percussionist Olman Piedra) 
Ninde St. was written as a “hybrid” Afro-Cuban tune that reflects Travis’s passion for music from 
South America and the Caribbean Islands, first introduced to him by his mentor Olman. 


